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Today’s digital strategy must 
include introduction of new 
products and services quickly 
to the market, reduced cost of 
integration and an enhanced 
end user experience. API 
platforms have emerged as a 
key enabler to address these 
needs.

Wipro offers strategy, architecture, 
implementation and managed services 
across all API product platforms for 
organizations to strategize, accelerate, 
deliver and scale their journey to a digital 
enterprise.

Service offerings

• Strategize: Executive workshop, API 
 strategy, API productization strategy and 
 API monetization

• Accelerate: Open API platform, API 
 technology advisory, API governance 
 model

• Deliver and scale: API platform services, 
 APIs and Microservices development, 
 automated testing and managed 
 services

End-to-end services
for the entire API
lifecycle, enabling
enterprises to
strategize, expose,
manage and run API
programs.

Enabling enterprise adoption
for next-gen API platform



Wipro’s API CoE 

Wipro has delivered several 
transformational programs for global 
customers by leveraging its deep industry 
knowledge, proven global delivery model, 
and a dedicated API Center of Excellence 
(CoE). The CoE focuses on product 
evaluation, proof of concept, refining 
methodologies, building solution 
accelerators and reusable components 
across API products.

Success stories

Wipro’s Open API Platform 

Built on open source framework, Wipro’s Open API platform enables organizations to create an 
infrastructure to co-host industry standard APIs leveraging third party partner capabilities along with 
organizations’ core competencies. All these are exposed as APIs and opened up to the API enabled 
ecosystem, thereby fostering innovation.

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, 
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global 
information technology, consulting and 
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive 
computing, hyper-automation,      
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging 
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them 
successful. A company recognized 
globally for its comprehensive portfolio 

of services, strong commitment to 
sustainability and good corporate 
citizenship, we have a dedicated 
workforce of over 160,000, serving 
clients across six continents. Together, 
we discover ideas and connect the dots 
to build a better and a bold new future.
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A rapid API lifecycle 
acceleration platform with 
an end-to-end API 
development, open APIs 
adoption, partner API 
integration, API DevOps and 
a PSD2 compliant API store

API enablement

Lightweight, scalable 
platform to rapidly build, 
mash-up and expose 
custom APIs, rapid model 
driven API creation, 
end-to-end API lifecycle 
automation, API 
monitoring and 
governance

Partner API onboarding 
and discovery, 
pre-integrated APIs 
subscription, unified 
platform access for 
partner’s API 
governance

Adherence to 
regulatory/statutory 
compliance, API 
interoperability, mock 
testing enablement in 
sandbox environment 
before rolling out to 
production

Large UK grocery retailer:

Improved in-store sales, established 
loyalty programs and enabled targeted 
promotions

Leading banking organization:

Re-imagined the way 60 million people 
interact with their money. Drove the API 
first strategy right from product strategies

API ecosystem API standardization


